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�And
fearful
sights and
great signs shall there be from 

heaven... For these be
the days of vengeance, that
all things which are written

may be fulfilled...
Men's hearts

failing them for
fear, and for looking after those things
which are coming on the earth: for the

powers of heaven shall be shaken... And then
shall they see the Son of man coming in a

cloud with power and great glory.�

Dear SDA friends around the world, 
Read all the boxes in this letter, then come back here and we’ll talk

about what’s happening.  
Faith: The Bible quote mentions 1) “Fearful sights” and “signs from

heaven.” Luke 21:11. 2) “the days of vengeance,” verse 22. 3) “men’s
hearts failing,” verse 26, 4) “the powers of heaven” being “shaken,” verse 26, and, “the Son of Man
coming in a cloud.” verse 27. In this letter, are you going to reveal some of these things? What good
do fearful sights and great signs do anyone? 

Hope: We’ve already learned that before he became a faithful Seventh-day Adventist, Roger
Morneau attended the church of Satan, and he said that the
high priest revealed to the worshipers that in a big meeting
Satan had with his angels, they planned that some of them
would appear on the earth as people from other planets and
say that the earth was going to be destroyed unless they did
something drastic, but they would tell world leaders that if
they followed their suggestions, the earth would be saved, and
the millennium of peace and safety would be ushered in. How
is the devil pushing the forms of spiritualism to prepare the
people’s minds for all this? And how will it affect us? 

Pastor Jan: Are you ready? Here we go - 
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Do you see the rocket?

Dear Pastor Jan,
   Your book “National Sunday Law” never
ceases to amaze us! There are many watered
down fakes out there, but “National Sunday
Law” is so far beyond them that all we can
say is - “It had to be inspired!” Best wishes in
Christ. W.H.   

   Notice the words, “FLAT EARTH.” 
 Here’s Mike Hughes. He will blast off

in his steam powered rocket and prove
to the world that the scientists are
lying, that the people are deceived, and
that the world is flat. It seems that the
battery heats the coil; the coil heats the
water; the steam puffs out the back;
and he goes into space. From there, he
can see that the world is flat and that
there are great mountains of ice all
around the edges to hold the oceans
from spilling over and pouring into
space.

Dear Pastor Marcussen,
    I was a church-going Roman
Catholic.  I’m writing to tell you that
your book “National Sunday Law” was
what God used to help me to become
a Seventh-day Adventist. After my
husband’s uncle gave him your book, I
picked it up and I couldn’t stop
reading it! I had never known that
Bibles were burned and people were
persecuted by the priests and popes
of the Roman Catholic church for
having a Bible! And I was SHOCKED
when I read that they had pretended to
change God’s law [to substitute
Sunday instead of God’s seventh-day
Sabbath of the Bible.] I wanted that
moment to be faithful to God. Thank
you for your book! It is true! It opens
the eyes of people whom Rome wants
to keep in darkness. Sincerely, E.P.

Notice the words, “prepare the people’s minds.” The battle is for
the mind. Whoever has your thoughts has you. That’s why 1) filling
our minds with the word of God more than the media screen is so
important - to help our thoughts “abide” in Him. 2) Constant
prayer! And 3) walking with dear Jesus to help save souls. We are
going to work for either Christ or the devil. 

With each generation, people’s minds are getting more and more
degraded. Today, with no Bible, no prayer, video games, junk
novels, T.V., movies, drugs, liquor, junk food, etc. the devil is
dragging people down to the level of “dogs, sorcerers, and
whoremongers.” Rev. 22:15. 

I met a 45 year old lady with no teeth who could neither read nor write. Her daughter was in jail. Her
husband was in jail. She had no work, no money, no teeth, but she was proud that she had gotten an
education and had graduated from the 9th grade. There she is at her graduation ceremony going up front to

receive her diploma from the school Principal. He hands her
the diploma which she cannot read, and the people are
clapping as she turns and smiles at them with no teeth. 

I tell her story because she gave evidence that, even in her
condition, she was allowing herself - like the woman at the
well, the leper, and the paralytic - to be drawn to dear Jesus.
Concerning this class, the prophet said - 

“Those whom Christ commends in the judgment may
have known little of theology, but they have cherished His
principles... Even among the heathen are those who have

cherished the spirit of kindness; they have befriended the missionaries, even ministering to them at the
peril of their own lives... They will not perish... [Wonderful Jesus!] 

“How surprised and gladdened will be the lowly among the nations, and among the heathen, to hear
from the lips of the Saviour, ‘Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these My brethren,
ye have done it unto Me!’ How glad will be the heart of Infinite Love as His followers look up with
surprise and joy at His words of approval!” DA 638. Praise God! 

The two pictures on this page reveal another class of souls in the last days, who can come to dear Jesus
and His truth if they will. The headline says - 

This Man is About to Launch Himself in his Homemade Rocket to Prove the Earth is Flat
The Washington Post, By Avi Selk

“A man who claims that the earth is flat tried to leave it in a homemade rocket Saturday but failed to
overcome the gravitational force of the round sphere directly beneath him. Saturday marked Hughes’ third

aborted launch since he declared himself a flat-earther last year and
announced a plan to fly to space by the end of 2018 so he could prove
that the astronauts have been lying about the shape of the planet.
Hughes blamed technical difficulties — possibly a bad O-ring — for
his steam-powered rocket’s failure to ignite this weekend in the
Mojave Desert.

The article says that - 1) “He raised thousands of dollars from a
community that believes we all live on a big Frisbee.” 2) He
succeeded in raising money and getting a certain amount of fame,
[which most people like.] 3) He drew the attention of the Associated
Press, Fox News, the Guardian, the Australian Broadcasting
Corporation, etc. 4) His rocket launcher broke down the same week.
5) Hughes said that his trip to outer space will shut down the theory
of a round earth. 6) On the big day of the launch, before a crowd of
people and T.V. cameras, the spokesman for Hughes, by the name of
Zero, said, “What we will see is the most amazing thing. I feel like
NASA right now. I wonder how fast he’s going to go. 7) “Hughes
stood on a ladder in front of the rocket and fiddled with his helmet.”
8) Hughes said, “It’s as scarey as hell.” 9) “The host perked up when
Hughes finally climbed inside the rocket and closed the hatch before
sundown. ‘This is about to be amazing,’ Zero said. 10) “He paused to
have a coughing fit.” 11) “The launch ain’t happening,” Zero finally
admitted. Hughes climbed

out of the rocket to face the cameras. He scratched his head.
‘Maybe I left a plug in there. Maybe an O-ring melted. Who
knows. I pulled the plunger five times,” Hughes said. “I
considered beating on the nozzle from the underneath side. But
under there, it’ll kill you. It’ll scald you to death. It’ll blow the
skin and muscle off your bones.” 12) At this point he could not
amuse the crowd. 13) “Two women walked up and gave Hughes a
hug. 14) “You did your best,” a man said, “and you haven’t gave
up yet.” 15) Hughes was supposed to be in court on Tuesday, he
told the crowd, because he was suing the governor of California.
He was also trying to claim the legal right to Charles Manson’s
guitar. 16) All of a sudden, “There’s a hiss of boiling water, then
Hughes walks up to the engine and pokes it with a stick, at which
point a thick cloud of steam belches out toward the camera.” 17)
Before everyone went home, Hughes told the crowd, “Guys, I’m
sorry. What can you do?” 

Hope: God’s word reveals that in the end of time, men’s hearts
will be failing them for fear. What can cause it? 

Pastor Jan: Watch closely - 

Do You See The Rocket?
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   The Weather Channel shows the asteroid in this picture as
being much larger than the Empire State Building. The article
says that it would not destroy the earth, but would only kill
everyone within a circumference of 300 miles. If our kind
Father allows the devil to make it strike the ocean off the east
or west coasts, people might well experience what the prophet
saw - “Inhabited islands disappear. The seaports that have
become like Sodom for wickedness are swallowed up by the
angry waters.” GC 636. Do you know of any seaports that are
like Sodom? And do you think that God’s people will still be
living there until they’re all “swallowed up?” GC 636.

   The smoke trail from the meteor that
streaked across the Russian sky in 2013 - at
about 42,000 mph - injuring nearly 1,500
people as a result of the intense shockwave.

C26A air force jet crew members

https://weather.com/series/the-lift/video/s
cientists-plan-to-use-nuclear-explosion-to
-stop-incoming-asteroid

The headlines say, “Scientists plan
to use nuclear explosion to stop
incoming asteroid.” Things that might
make people’s hearts feel funny are like
this report from the weather channel
revealing that scientists are thinking
about blasting an asteroid named Bennu
with a nuclear bomb to break it up before
it might get too close to the earth.

The article says, “A team of Russian
government scientists has proposed that
nuclear weapons well within the power of
those already developed could be used to
break up incoming asteroids, protecting
the planet from a major asteroid strike. 

“Russia isn’t alone in considering the
possibility of a nuclear strike on an
asteroid. U.S. government researchers
also raised the possibility in a February
paper.” 

From prophecy, we know that such a horror of death on that apocalyptic scale probably won’t
happen before the close of probation. After that, the prophet reveals that the destroyer can do whatever
he pleases to the wicked. Even now the fiend is doing almost all he wants as he drags the poor people,
especially in the cities, lower and lower, and allures them into spiritualism until they’re demon
possessed. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chelyabinsk_meteor
This article talks about the 60 foot meteor that entered Earth’s atmosphere over Russia on February

15, 2013. Do you remember that?
The article says that it was traveling at a speed of about 42,000 mph. Russian authorities stated that

1,491 people sought medical attention. Health officials
said 112 people had been hospitalized, with two in
serious condition. A 52-year-old woman with a broken
spine was flown to Moscow for treatment. Most of the
injured were hurt by the secondary blast effects of
shattered, or blown-in glass. The intense light from the
meteor, momentarily 30 times brighter than the Sun,
also produced injuries, leading to over 180 cases of eye
pain, and 70 people subsequently reported temporary
flash blindness. Twenty people reported ultraviolet burns
similar to sunburn. The blast also caused 6,500 sq ft of
the roof of a huge zinc factory to collapse.

“Office buildings in Chelyabinsk were evacuated.
Classes for all schools were cancelled. Many children
were injured when the windows of a school and
kindergarten were blown in.

The number of damaged buildings was tallied at over 7,200, which included some 6,040 apartment
blocks, 293 medical facilities, 718 schools and universities, 100 cultural organizations, and 43 sports
facilities. The governor estimated the damage to buildings at more than 1 billion rubles.

Has it “only just begun?” The prophet saw it - “Fearful sights of a supernatural character will soon
be revealed in the heavens, in token of the power of miracle-working demons. The spirits of devils
will go forth to the kings of the earth and to the whole world, to fasten them in deception, and urge
them on to unite with Satan in his last struggle against the government of heaven. By these agencies,
rulers and subjects will be alike deceived.” GC 624. 

https://www.efe.com/efe/english/services/news/500
00337/producto/3001

The following account is from Scott Corrales of the
EFE News Agency. 

MEXICO (EFE) -- “In an unprecedented move for
this country--and perhaps the whole world-- military
authorities have made public a video showing 11
unidentified flying objects (UFOs) captured by an
aircraft belonging to the Secretariat of National
Defense (SEDENA). 

“The Secretary of National Defense himself,
Ricardo Garcia, authorized the broadcast of this
material to both domestic and foreign news media. 

“The encounter occurred when an aircraft belonging

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chelyabinsk_meteor
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   “It is the lying wonders
of the devil that will take
the world captive... He is
to work miracles; and this
wonderful,
miracle-working power is
to sweep in the whole
world.” Maranatha, p. 208.

   “Among the most successful agencies of
the great deceiver are the delusive teachings
and lying wonders of spiritualism. [This is one
of the main methods that Satan will use to move
atheists and liberals to go along with the national
Sunday law.] Disguised as an angel of light, he
spreads his nets where least suspected. If
men would but study the Book of God with
earnest prayer,,, they would not be left in
darkness.” GC 523. Dear A. Jan Marcussen,

     I am from a Catholic family, and a
Catholic community. But it may interest
you to know that after reading your
book “National Sunday Law,” I became
a Seventh-day Adventist. It has not
been easy trying to cope with
persecution from my parents and
kinsmen, but by the grace of God, two
of my nephews and my wife joined me
to become Seventh-day Adventists.
[Praise the Lord!]  I consider the book
“National Sunday Law” a powerful
weapon against the devil, to reach the
hearts of many people. I can see that
using the book rather than just using
my mouth, will make my witness more
clear and powerful. I want to reach the
25,000 people in my town with God’s
Seventh-day Adventist Bible message.
Please pray for me as I try to reach
them. May the peace of our Lord Jesus
Christ abide with you and your family.    
Your brother in Christ, 
Olua Uwandu          Nigeria, West Africa

Dear Jan Marcussen,
     I never thought that a book like “National
Sunday Law” could change someone’s
heart the way it has changed mine!
Everything in your book Is absolutely true! I
have to live for God now. You have touched
a lot of people with “National Sunday Law.”
I’m going to keep the fourth commandment
like the Lord said. When I started reading
“National Sunday Law” I could not put the
book down! I had to read the whole book! It
really touched my heart! I could tell that you
are a child of God, and I hope that you keep
doing what you’re doing. May God keep
blessing you every day! Yours truly, James   
                                                         Tennessee

to the Mexican Air Force, a Merlin C26A, was engaged in drug interdiction
patrols. At around 17:00 hours [5 p.m.] it detected the presence of an unidentified
object. The encounter took place near Ciudad del Carmen, Campeche. It was
there that the aircraft, belonging to the 501st Air Squadron was performing its
routine patrol when it suddenly detected the presence of an object on its radar at
an elevation of 3500 meters [10,500 ft.] as well as through its infrared equipment
(FLIR).

“As the Merlin C26A tried to approach the unknown traffic to make a visual
identification, it suddenly made a surprising maneuver and flew away at
tremendous speed. Mayor Jasso tried to pursue the target, but it was very fast.
Just moments passed when suddenly the unknown object returned and began
following the Merlin C26A! This was detected by both the RADAR and the
FLIR while the personnel aboard were trying to make visual contact with the
unidentified traffic, now following them. The equipment now detected not only
one but two craft following them. The images in both RADAR and the FLIR
were clear and unmistakable. 

“Mayor Magdaleno Jasso reported to the base what was taking place, giving
an account of all details. The FLIR kept recording in infrared every movement

made by the two unknown objects
that seemed to be keeping their
distance from the C26A but still
following it. The personnel aboard
the Merlin C26A were confused,
asking themselves what was going on. 

“These stressing moments were just the beginning of
something more dramatic. The C26A crew continued making
maneuvers to make visual contact as both RADAR and FLIR
were showing both unidentified objects at close range. It was
during these maneuvers that something amazing happened.
In a matter of seconds more unknown objects arrived on the
scene, and the dismay of the C26A crew was complete.  

“The RADAR and the FLIR detected the presence of nine
new objects of the same size, seemingly coming out of
nowhere. As the situation had now entered a high level of
danger, Mayor Magdaleno Jasso reported this new situation
to the base, requesting instructions. 

“Suddenly, the unknown objects made a maneuver -
surrounding the Air Force jet in a circle, and at close range.
The RADAR and
FLIR presented an
image of the
eleven objects in a

circle formation around the Merlin C26A. The situation seemed
out of control. 

“Mayor Jasso reported to the base that the C26A situation was
now in red alert, surrounded by eleven mysterious objects
camouflaged with a certain unknown advanced technology.
However Mayor Jasso kept calm as well as the crew who were
working fast, measuring and recording every detail of this strange
encounter, conscious of their duty as military men. 

“In an un predictable move, Mayor Jasso made the decision to
turn out all lights and wait to see what happened. After moments
of suspense the eleven objects disappeared, bringing to an end the
strange experience that the 501 Aerial Squadron had just lived
through. The Merlin C26A returned safe to the Air Force Base
and Mayor Jasso prepared a complete report of the incident along
with the C26A crew. 

“The Secretary of Defense took notice of Mayor Jasso’s report
and began a full investigation studying and evaluating every

element of the
case. The incident
was taken very
seriously by the Department of Defense Staff.  “General
Vega authorized the Merlin C26A crew to give Jaime
Maussan the interviews needed without any censorship,
giving all the facilities to present this case to the Mexican
people, an unprecedented decision that will open a new era
of mutual collaboration based in respect and interest to find
the truth of the intense UFO activity we have been
experiencing since the beginning of the wave back in July 11,
1991. This new era of relationship will aid toward an
understanding of how are we going to confront this reality.”
Santiago Yturria, EFE News Agency.  
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    “Hope thou in God, for on Calvary's cross a complete
sacrifice was offered for you... Eternal joy—a life of
undimmed happiness—awaits the one who surrenders
all to Christ.” HP 262. “When at the foot of the cross the
sinner looks up to the One who died to save him, he
may rejoice with fulness of joy; for his sins are
pardoned.” SD 222. Praise God friend! Praise God!

Dear Sir;
   I stopped at a gas station in Benton,
Illinois, and I noticed that there was a stack
of white books sitting there. Then, a man
came over and asked if he could clean my
windshield, and I said yes. Then, he handed
me one of the white books on the stack. The
name of it was “National Sunday Law.” Then
he asked if I would like for him to pray with
me concerning a problem I had. Boy did I
need that prayer! This book, “National
Sunday Law” is amazing!!! I’ve been telling
others about it, and would like to get more
to give out! God bless all of you for getting
this book out to the people! Grace A.        
Illinois

“I was shown Satan as he once was, a happy,
exalted angel. Then I was shown him as he now is.
He still bears a kingly form. His features are still
noble, for he is an angel fallen. But the expression of
his countenance is full of anxiety, care, unhappiness,
malice, hate, mischief, deceit, and every evil. That
brow which was once so noble, I particularly
noticed. His forehead commenced from his eyes to
recede. [That’s what the nearly flat forehead of a dog
is like. Beings with that kind of forehead are also
shown in space movies from Hollywood. Satan
knows just what heaven looks like, and he uses his
Hollywood slaves to give tiny glimpses of the
wonders of heaven in movies - to grab people’s
fancy without the saving power of dear Jesus. Thus,
he shows them a slight taste of heavenly beauty
while dragging them with himself, down to hell.] I
saw that he had so long bent himself to evil that
every good quality was debased, and every evil trait
was developed. His eyes were cunning, sly, and showed great penetration. His frame was large, but the
flesh hung loosely about his hands and face. As I beheld him, his chin was resting upon his left hand. He
appeared to be in deep thought. A smile was upon his countenance, which made me tremble, it was so full
of evil and satanic slyness. This smile is the one he wears just before he makes sure of his victim, and as
he fastens the victim in his snare, this smile grows horrible.” EW 152,153. 

“Sorrow filled heaven as it was realized that man was lost, and that world which God had created was
to be filled with mortals doomed to misery, sickness, and death, and there was no way of escape for the

offender. The whole family of Adam must
die. I saw the lovely Jesus and beheld an
expression of sympathy and sorrow upon
His countenance. Soon I saw Him
approach the exceeding bright light which
enshrouded the Father. Said my
accompanying angel, He is in close
converse with His Father. The anxiety of
the angels seemed to be intense while
Jesus was communing with His Father.
Three times He was shut in by the glorious

light about the Father, and the third time He came from the Father, His person could be seen. His
countenance was calm, free from all perplexity and doubt, and shone with benevolence and loveliness,
such as words cannot express. He then made known to the
angelic host that a way of escape had been made for lost
man. He told them that He had been pleading with His
Father, and had offered to give His life a ransom, to take the
sentence of death upon Himself, that through Him man
might find pardon; that through the merits of His blood, and
obedience to the law of God, they could have the favor of
God, and be brought into the beautiful garden, and eat of
the fruit of the tree of life.

“At first the angels could not rejoice; for their
Commander concealed nothing from them, but opened
before them the plan of salvation. Jesus told them that He
would stand between the wrath of His Father and guilty
man, that He would bear iniquity and scorn, and but few
would receive Him as the Son of God. Nearly all would
hate and reject Him. He would leave all His glory in
heaven, appear upon earth as a man, humble Himself as a man, become acquainted by His own experience
with the various temptations with which man would be beset, that He might know how to succor those
who should be tempted; and that finally, after His mission as a teacher would be accomplished, He would
be delivered into the hands of men, and endure almost every cruelty and suffering that Satan and his
angels could inspire wicked men to inflict; that He would die the cruelest of deaths, hung up between the

heavens and the earth as a guilty sinner; that He would
suffer dreadful hours of agony, which even angels could not
look upon, but would veil their faces from the sight. Not
merely agony of body would He suffer, but mental agony,
that with which bodily suffering could in no wise be
compared. The weight of the sins of the whole world would
be upon Him. He told them He would die and rise again the
third day, and would ascend to His Father to intercede for
wayward, guilty man.

“The angels prostrated themselves before Him. They
offered their lives. Jesus said to them that He would by His
death save many, that the life of an angel could not pay the

Dear Jan Marcussen,
     I want to thank all of you who had anything
to do with publishing “National Sunday Law.”
This book is a creation of Jesus Christ! I sent
for more of them to put in my Sunday church.
People grabbed them up to read them and
they’re gone! I’m so inspired by these books
that I must put more of them in other
churches, and get them out to many! I was
confused about which day the Sabbath was
until I read your book. But thanks be to Jesus! 
I know that I can get more of these books into
the hands of the people. Keep up the good
work in Jesus’ name.  M. D. Brown    Alabama
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   Mark the things you want free
because you are getting NSL
preachers for soul-winning. Please
send me Pastor Jan’s sermon DVD
entitled, 1) “Peace of Mind” ___, or
2)“The Close Encounter,” ___, or 3)
one of his series on “The 144,000”
__, 4) or, DVD # __ on the life of
Jesus __, 5) or a DVD # __ on the
book of Revelation__, because I’m
getting 100 NSLs for soul-winning
for a donation of 59¢ each with free
shipping in the U.S. __. Please send
me all 16 CCA DVDs, {exposing how
Rome is attacking God’s SDA
church} - free ___, because I’m
getting 1000 NSL preachers for a
donation of 49¢ each with free
shipping in the U.S. __. 

Announcements
   1) You may make copies of this letter for
others. In color is the best. If you do,
someone will be in heaven who would have
been lost.   
   2) We now have more than 50% of what we
need to reach another million souls in the
rural routes surrounding Washington D.C. in
the great 100 Million Man March. If our kind
Father impresses you to help us reach this
goal, mark it below.
   3) I will still give all 16 CCA DVDs free to all
who get 1000 NSL preachers to help save
souls for a donation of 49¢ each with free
shipping in the U.S. God’s people are having
us to bulk mail them, and they’re also putting
them on doorsteps, sidewalks, benches,
parking lots, laundromats, restrooms, and
any place people sit, walk, wait, or go. God
gets all the praise.
  4) “Come join our happy crew. We’re bound
for Canaan’s shore. The Captain says there’s
room for you! - and room for millions more.”

debt. His life alone could be accepted of His Father as a
ransom for man. Jesus also told them that they would have
a part to act, to be with Him and at different times
strengthen Him; that He would take man's fallen nature,
and His strength would not be even equal with theirs; that
they would be witnesses of His humiliation and great
sufferings; and that as they would witness His sufferings,
and the hatred of men toward Him, they would be stirred
with the deepest emotion, and through their love for Him
would wish to rescue and deliver Him from His
murderers; but that they must not interfere to prevent
anything they should behold; and that they should act a
part in His resurrection; that the plan of salvation was
devised, and His Father had accepted the plan.

“With a holy sadness Jesus comforted and cheered the
angels and informed them that hereafter those whom He
should redeem would be with Him, and that by His death
He should ransom many and destroy him who had the
power of death. And His Father would give Him the
kingdom... Satan and sinners would be destroyed, nevermore to disturb heaven or the purified new earth.
Jesus bade the heavenly host be reconciled to the plan that His Father had accepted and rejoice that
through His death fallen man could again be exalted to obtain favor with God and enjoy heaven.

“Then joy, inexpressible joy, filled heaven. [Praise God!] And the heavenly host sang a song of
praise and adoration. They touched their harps and sang a note
higher than they had done before, for the great mercy and
condescension of God in yielding up His dearly Beloved to die
for a race of rebels. Praise and adoration were poured forth for the
self-denial and sacrifice of Jesus; that He would consent to leave
the bosom of His Father, and choose a life of suffering and
anguish, and die an ignominious death to give life to others.” EW
149-151. 

“And I heard the voice of many angels round about the

throne and the beasts and the elders: and the

number of them was ten thousand times ten
thousand, and thousands of thousands;

Saying with a loud voice, Worthy is the Lamb that was slain to receive

power, and riches, and wisdom, and strength, and

honour, and glory, and blessing.” Rev. 5:11-14. Praise God
friend! Praise God!

Your friend in Christ, Pastor Jan

Please send me 1000 NSL preachers to help save souls for a
donation of 49¢ each, with free shipping in  the U.S.__. Please send
me a box of 100 NSL preachers __ for a donation of 59¢ each, with
free shipping in the U.S.__. Please send me number ___ {1 - 16} of the
CCA DVD series for a donation of $10 per DVD __, or all 16 for a
donation of $120 ___. Please send me the DVD entitled, “Peace of
Mind” ___,  or, “The Close Encounter” __, for a donation of $15__.
Send me Pastor Jan’s song CD entitled, “Songs that Touch Your
Heart” __ for a donation of $10. For my donation of $15 each, please
send me DVD # __ on the life of Jesus. __, or DVD # __ on the book of
Revelation__. Enclosed is my donation to help bulk mail NSL preachers
to reach another million souls {1,000,000} in the Washington D.C.
area in the great 100 Million Man March ____.  Number of books 

____,  DVDs ___.  Amount of  donation $______U.S. 

Name________________________________________________

Phone________________________

Address___________________________________________________

City ______________________________State____  Zip ___________
Make donations to Amazing Truth - P. O. Box 68, Thompsonville, Il. 62890                                              5.18

Dear Pastor Marcussen,
    My name is Charles. I read the
book “National Sunday Law,” and I
was completely amazed!! Thank you
for helping to open my eyes to the
real truth! Please put me on your list
to receive you monthly letters ASAP!
I plan to get more “National Sunday
Law” books to share with my family
and others so they can stop being
deceived and be brought to God’s
Bible truth. The REAL truth! Thank
you! Charles                  Pennsylvania


